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“RULES”

• Videos on (if possible) mute when not speaking. 

• Unmuting yourself is a nice way to show that you want to speak.  

• Be kind to others and yourselves

• Listen to others 

• Taking notes in general is a great way to show someone that you are engaged

• Ask questions / be engaged 

• There are NO dumb questions. 

• Update your name to reflect how you’d like to be seen in this group

• Fill out the “exit ticket” at the end. 

Use the Slack space to:
• Share resources
• Introduce yourselves
• Chat about your interests
• Network! (AKA make friends)



INTRODUCTIONS!

Name

Year / Position

School / Location

Research interests

Goal you have for 
the future

(future = tonight, 
next year, 10 years 

from now)



VISITING SPEAKER: DR. MATTHEW F. 
WARREN

West Hills College Lemoore : A.S / A. A

UC-Davis: B.S – Animal Sciences

Auburn University: M.S. – Biological Sciences

N.C. State University: Ph.D. – Nutrition

“An exciting fact about me is that I am the first person 
in my entire family to complete a doctorate so I hope 
my success inspires many more people (even beyond my 
family members) to achieve their dreams!” 

NETWORK! SLACK! ASK FOR THINGS!



SO YOU WANNA DO RESEARCH…
BUT IT IS A GLOBAL PANDEMIC

This is a 
global 
pandemic. 

Nothing is normal

You will not be judged for your “lack of productivity” 
during these times. 

Research 
does not 
have to be 
in a lab. 

Read papers, reviews, advanced textbooks, pop science books

Attend seminars / virtual conferences

Attend a lab’s journal clubs (or start your own!)

Analyze datasets online

Take virtual classes (EdX, coursera, etc)

Watch youtube videos about techniques you will do in the future. 

Write! A proposal, a review, an annotated bibliography

Draw! A model, learn how to use biorender, adobe illustrator, etc. 

Think, pair, share:
• Have you done any of these things?
• Were they helpful?
• If you haven’t, which one would you 

be most interested in looking into? 

Keep track of these things! 
Put them on your resume! 



FIGURE OUT WHAT YOU WANT TO 
LEARN ABOUT

Figure out 
what interests 
you
• Major topic: 

“genetics”
• Subfield: 

“epigenetics”
• Application: 

“PTSD” 

Read a review 
article 
• Find cited primary 

research articles
• Reassess your 

interest

Find a virtual 
seminar series 
or journal club
• Literally just 

google "topic" and 
seminar / 
conference / 
journal club

• (search # on 
twitter too) 

Learn the 
techniques 
you’ll need to 
know
• YouTube / 

methods / 
research gate

• Methods sections 
of those articles 

Find labs that 
research that 
topic
• Reach out to 

them. 



HOW TO EMAIL A 
PROFESSOR

Let them know:

how you can be useful

what you’re specifically looking 
for

if anyone they might know 
can vouch for you

Show that you know 
what their lab does, 

generally.
Don’t overdo it. 

Provide a simple 
question for them to 

answer. 

”Does your lab have a journal 
club?”

“Are there datasets that I could 
help analyze?”

“Do you have any students or 
postdocs who are looking for 
virtual mentoring experience?” 

“Is there a field-specific text 
you’d suggest?” 

How do you find these professors? 
Anyone remember some ways?

Keep it short (phone screen length)

Follow up. 

Follow up again.

Be understanding of the times (i.e. state up front 
that you know their lab is likely close to 
undergraduates) 



OTHER THINGS TO DO

• Volunteer / community science
• https://www.nationalgeographic.org/idea/citizen-science-projects/

• ClinGen (Brooke Palus’s organization)

• https://clinicalgenome.org/working-groups/c3

• Sample datasets
• https://academic.oup.com/gigascience/article/8/5/giz042/5481665

• https://qiita.ucsd.edu/

• Google “sample datasets  TOPIC learn virtual” 

• Get a Twitter.
• Start following the scientists you like. 

• Download the “researcher” app. Its like Instagram, for papers! 
• https://www.researcher-app.com/

Talk to your 
professors! 
If they are teaching, they 
are probably doing 
research. 
Ask them about it! 

https://www.nationalgeographic.org/idea/citizen-science-projects/
https://academic.oup.com/gigascience/article/8/5/giz042/5481665
https://qiita.ucsd.edu/


• Homework: Think about ways that you can find research opportunities now.

• Think about how your view of  “research” might have changed

• Write down any resources you might have found. 

• Be SURE to check out your university’s Undergraduate Research program/office. Could also be called 
“academic enrichment” 

• Make a  short-term plan so that you have a few goals for the next few weeks. 

• Something to do in your “down time” 

• If you are swamped with school, family, life, stress, therapy, etc. Then just make a plan to get 
through those things. 

• Think about your narrative / goals / who you are

• Join societies! 

• ABRCMs, SACNAS, AAAS, ASM, GSA, ACS,

MAKE A PLAN!



NEXT WEEKS

• November 14th: Dr. José Vargas-Muñiz Assistant Professor, Microbiology 
Program @ Southern Illinois University at Carbondale @MycoRican on Twitter
• B.S. University of Puerto Rico-Mayagüez, 2012

Ph.D. Duke University, 2017

• research experience share-outs (led by you)

• If you’ve done research + want to share what you did, please let me know in the exit 
ticket!

• Alyssa, Emmanuella, Gabriel, Vanessa,  Ahana, Hector, Nadia, VIP w/ Nimesha

• Dec 5:  Arielle Fogel & Mini Contreras 
• (graduate students in Evolutionary Anthropology & Neuroscience, respectively)

• Dec 19: Kassandra Ford, graduate student studying electric fishes! 



VIRTUAL ITTY PROJECT WITH MOLLY + 
NADIA

• Use ImageJ / FIJI to analyze worms

• Look for fluorescence staining

• Quantify length, width

• Learn:

• how to organize data 

• basic statistical methods in Excel + Prism Graphpad

• T-test, ANOVA

• A bit about C. elegans as a model system

• Experience necessary: NONE. 

• Need access to a computer with a stable internet and Google Drive

• Will need to download: FIJI (free), GraphPad prism (free trial)

• Number of students: ~3

Wildtype Mutant

Question: does a complex skin microbiome 
affect worm cuticle integrity? 



JASMIN’S RESPONSES TO 
YOUR QUESTIONS

• How were you able to apply the knowledge you learned from your first time in a lab to your work you do now doing work at 
Salk?

• I learned a lot of basic wet lab techniques in my previous lab such as cloning, PCR, rt-qPCR, RNA extraction, etc., that will always be of 
good use in almost any lab I join. They help ask basic questions sometimes. But skills are something you can continue to pick up in any 
lab, so the thing I appreciate the most is just learning how to accept failure and how to move on to new projects. Science can be tricky 
and you never know where it will lead you so you have to be open minded to your project taking twists and turns and that's the best 
skill I have so far.

• I imagine that the transcriptomic profiles of neurons and microglia are different. Are there any genes exclusive to microglia that 
are considered risk genes for schizophrenia?

• I could be wrong here, but I don't think this has been looked at closely enough. A lot of research has been focused on neurons and 
how neurons derived from a patient with schizophrenia differ from a control. So that is actually going to be my first step: genotyping 
the microglia and looking for mutations. Here is a paper that starts looking into some 
differences: https://www.hindawi.com/journals/jir/2013/608654/.

• You mentioned doing 2p imaging. What exactly are you trying to assess during these imaging sessions and where would you be 
recording? Also, I think 2p is head-fixed. Would you be interested in doing 1p imaging in freely behaving mice (like with 
miniScopes) during your different behavioral assays?

• So what I want to see with 2p is connectivity between cells after depletion of microglia, essentially are cells still firing together like 
they do at baseline levels even when microglia is ablated. I would couple 2p with calcium imaging, which would light a cell up green 
when it is active. I would suspect that after depleting microglia in the mPFC (medial prefrontal cortex), more cells would be firing 
together because there would be an increase in synapses in the absence of microglia. I have not thought about 1p yet because I'm not 
really trying to correlate certain neurons to certain behaviors. If I do get to that point though, I would definitely think about it!

https://www.hindawi.com/journals/jir/2013/608654/

